In this paper, we propose Deeply Supervised Object Detectors (DSOD), an object detection framework that can be trained from scratch. Recent advances in object detection heavily depend on the off-the-shelf models pre-trained on large-scale classification datasets like ImageNet and OpenImage. However, one problem is that adopting pre-trained models from classification to detection task may incur learning bias due to the different objective function and diverse distributions of object categories. Techniques like fine-tuning on detection task could alleviate this issue to some extent but are still not fundamental. Furthermore, transferring these pre-trained models across discrepant domains will be more difficult (e.g., from RGB to depth images). Thus, a better solution to handle these critical problems is to train object detectors from scratch, which motivates our proposed method. Previous efforts on this direction mainly failed by reasons of the limited training data and naive backbone network structures for object detection. In DSOD, we contribute a set of design principles for learning object detectors from scratch. One of the key principles is the deep supervision, enabled by layer-wise dense connections in both backbone networks and prediction layers, plays a critical role in learning good detectors from scratch. After involving several other principles, we build our DSOD based on the single-shot detection framework (SSD). We evaluate our method on PASCAL VOC 2007, 2012 and COCO datasets. DSOD achieves consistently better results than the state-of-the-art methods with much more compact models. Specifically, DSOD outperforms baseline method SSD on all three benchmarks, while requiring only 1/2 parameters. We also observe that DSOD can achieve comparable/slightly better results than Mask RCNN [1] + FPN [2] (under similar input size) with only 1/3 parameters, using no extra data or pre-trained models.
INTRODUCTION
G ENERIC object detection is the task that we aim to localize various objects in a natural image automatically. This task has been heavily studied due to its wide applications in surveillance, autonomous driving, intelligent security, etc. In the recent years, with the progress of more and more innovative and powerful Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based object detection systems have been proposed, the object detection problem has been one of the fastest moving areas in computer vision.
To achieve desired performance, the common practice in advanced object detection systems is to fine-tune models pre-trained on ImageNet [3] . This fine-tuning process can be viewed as transfer learning [4] . Specifically, as is shown in Fig. 1 , researchers usually train CNN models on largescale classification datasets like ImageNet [3] first, then finetune the models on target tasks, such as object detection [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , image segmentation [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , fine-grained recognition [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , captioning [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , etc. Learning from scratch means we directly train models on these target tasks without involving any other additional data or extra fine-tuning processes. Empirically, fine-tuning from pre-trained models has at least two advantages. First, there are numerous state-of-theart pre-trained CNN models publicly available. It is convenient for researchers to reuse the learned parameters in their own domain-specific tasks. Second, fine-tuning on pretrained models can quickly convergence to a final state and requires less instance-level annotated training data than basic classification task.
However, the critical limitations are also obvious when adopting the pre-trained models for object detection: (I) Limited design space on network structures. Existing object detectors directly adopt the pre-trained networks, and as a consequence, there is little flexibility to control/adjust the detailed network structures, even for small changes of network design. Furthermore, the pre-trained models are mostly from largescale classification task, which are usually very heavy (containing a huge number of parameters) and are not suitable for some specific scenarios. The heavy network structures will bound the requirement of computing resources. (II) Learning/ optimization bias. Since there are some differences in both the objective functions and the category distributions between classification and detection tasks, these differences may lead to different searching/optimization spaces. Therefore, learning may be biased towards a local minimum when all parameters are initialized from classification pre-trained models, which is not the best for target detection task. (III) Domain mismatch. As is well-known, fine-tuning can mitigate the gap between different target category distribution. However, it is still a severe problem when the source domain (e.g., Image-Net) has a huge mismatch to the target domain such as depth images, medical images, etc [36] .
Therefore, our work is motivated by the following two questions. First, is it possible to train object detection networks from scratch directly without the pre-trained models? Second, if the first answer is positive, are there any principles to design a resource efficient network structure for object detection, meanwhile keeping high detection accuracy? To meet this goal, we propose deeply supervised objection detectors (DSOD), a simple yet efficient framework that can learn object detectors from scratch. DSOD is fairly flexible, we can tailor various network structures for different computing platforms such as servers, desktop, mobile and even embedded devices.
We contribute a set of principles for designing DSOD. One key point is the deeply supervised structure, which is motivated by the recent work of [37] , [38] . In [38] , Xie et al. proposed a holistically-nested structure for edge detection, which included the side-output layers in each conv-stage of base network for explicit deep supervision. Instead of using the multiple cut-in loss signals with side-output layers, our method adopts deep supervision implicitly through the layer-wise dense connections proposed in DenseNet [39] . Dense structures are not only adopted in the backbone sub-network, but also used in the front-end multi-scale prediction layers. Fig. 2 illustrates the structure comparison in front-end prediction layers between baseline SSD and our DSOD. The fusion and reuse of multi-resolution prediction-maps help keep or even improve the final accuracy, while reducing model parameters to some extent. As shown in Fig. 3 , we further adopted dense connections between different blocks to enhance the deeply supervised signals during network training.
Furthermore, we revisited the pre-activation BN-Conv-ReLU of backbone networks for our DSOD framework. We observe that post-activation (Conv-BN-ReLU) order can obtain about 0.6 percent mAP improvement on VOC 07, meanwhile, requiring slightly fewer parameters compared with original order in DSOD. In order to further enhance the deep supervision purpose when training from scratch, especially for some plain backbones like VGGNet, we also propose a complementary structure named deep-scale supervision module (DSS) as DSOD v2. More details are given in the following sections. Now, we summarize our main contributions of this paper as follows:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, DSOD is the first framework that can train object detectors from scratch with promising performance. (2) We introduce and validate a set of principles to design efficient object detection networks from scratch through step-by-step ablation studies. (3) We show that DSOD can achieve comparable performance with state-of-the-arts on three standard benchmarks (PASCAL VOC 2007, 2012 and MS COCO datasets), meanwhile, has real-time processing speed and more compact models. A preliminary version of this manuscript [40] has been published on a previous conference. In this version, we made some design changes in backbone network (e.g., replacing pre-activation in BN-ReLU-Conv with the postactivation Conv-BN-ReLU manner) and included a new module (named deep-scale supervision) to make DSOD better (Section 3.2). We also included more details, analysis and extra comparison experiments with state-of-the-art two-stage detectors like FPN and Mask RCNN and the factors of training them from scratch (Sections 4.8, 4.9 and 5). The proposed DSOD framework has also been adopted and generalized to further improve the performance (e.g., Pelee-Net [21] ) under the setting of learning object detectors from scratch such as GRP-DSOD [41] , Tiny-DSOD [42] , etc.
RELATED WORK
Object Detection. Modern CNN-based object detectors can mainly be divided into two groups: (i) proposal-based/twostage methods; and (ii) proposal-free/one-stage methods. The black dashed box (left) denotes we pre-train models on large-scale classification dataset like ImageNet [3] . The red dashed box (right) denotes we train models on target dataset directly. In this paper, we focus on the object detection task without using the pre-trained models.
Proposal-based family includes R-CNN [5] , Fast R-CNN [6] , Faster R-CNN [7] , R-FCN [8] and Mask RCNN [1] . R-CNN uses selective search [43] to first generate potential object regions in an image and then perform classification on the proposed regions. R-CNN requires high computational costs since each region is processed by the CNN network separately. Fast R-CNN improves the efficiency by sharing computation of backbone networks and Faster R-CNN uses neural networks (i.e., RPN) to generate the region proposals. R-FCN further improves speed and accuracy by removing fully-connected layers and adopting position-sensitive score maps for final detection.
Recently, in order to realize real-time object detection, the proposal-free methods like YOLO [10] and SSD [9] have been proposed. YOLO uses a single feed-forward convolutional network to predict object classes and locations directly, which no longer requires a second per-region classification operation so that it is extremely fast. SSD further improves YOLO in several aspects, including (1) use small convolutional filters to predict categories and anchor offsets for bounding box locations; (2) use pyramid features for prediction at different feature scales; and (3) use default boxes and aspect ratios for adjusting varying object shapes. Some other proposal-free detectors also be proposed recently, e.g., RetinaNet [11] , Scale-Transferrable [44] , Single-shot Refinement [45] , RFB Net [46] , CornetNet [47] , ExtremeNet [48] , etc. Our proposed DSOD is built upon SSD framework and thus it inherits the speed and accuracy advantages of SSD, while produces more compact and flexible models.
Network Architectures for Detection. Since there are significant efforts that have been devoted to design network architectures for image classification, many diverse and powerful networks are emerged, such as AlexNet [49] , VGGNet [50] , GoogLeNet [51] , ResNet [52] , DenseNet [39] , etc. Meanwhile, several advanced regularization techniques [53] , [54] also have been proposed to further enhance the model capabilities. In practice, most of the detection methods [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] directly utilize these structures pre-trained on ImageNet as the backbone network for detection task. Â and 1 Â " denote that we reduce the resolution of feature maps to 1=4, 1=2 and the original size, respectively. "c" denotes concatenation operation. "P 1 and P 2 " are the first (38 Â 38) and second scales (19 Â 19) of prediction modules in Fig. 2 . "P 3 -P 5 " also use three-scale feature maps for prediction, which are not presented in this figure. Some other works try to design specific backbone network structures for object detection, but still require to pretrain on ImageNet classification dataset in advance. Specifically, YOLO [10] defines a network with 24 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully-connected layers. YOLO9000 [55] improves YOLO by proposing a new network named Darknet-19, which is a simplified version of VGGNet [50] . YOLOv3 [56] further improve the performance through involving residual connection on Darknet-19 and other techniques. Kim et al. [57] proposes PVANet for fast object detection, which consists of the simplified "Inception" block from GoogleNet. Huang et al. [58] investigated various combination of network structures and detection frameworks, and found that Faster R-CNN [7] with Inception-ResNet-v2 [59] achieved very promising performance. In this paper, we also consider designing a suitable backbone structure for generic object detection. However, the pretraining operation on ImageNet is no longer required by the proposed DSOD.
Learning Deep Models from Scratch. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous works that train deep CNN-based object detectors from scratch. Thus, our proposed approach has very appealing advantages over existing solutions. We will elaborate and validate the method in the following sections. In semantic segmentation, J egou et al. [60] demonstrated that a well-designed network structure can outperform state-of-the-art solutions without using the pre-trained models. It extends DenseNets to fully-convolutional networks by adding an upsampling path to recover the full input resolution.
DSOD
In this section, we first introduce the whole framework of our DSOD architecture, following by several important design principles. Then we describe the objective function and training settings in detail.
Network Architecture
Similar to SSD [9] , our proposed DSOD method is a multiscale and proposal-free detection framework. The network structure of DSOD can be divided into two parts: the backbone sub-network for feature extraction and the front-end sub-network for prediction over multi-resolution feature maps. The backbone sub-network is a variant of the deeply supervised DenseNets [39] structure, which is composed of a stem block, four dense blocks, two transition layers and two transition w/o pooling layers. The front-end subnetwork (or named DSOD prediction layers) fuses multi-scale prediction responses with an elaborated dense structure. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed DSOD prediction layers along with the plain structure used in SSD [9] . The full DSOD network architecture 1 is detailed in Table 1 . Now we elaborate each component and the corresponding design principle in the following.
Design Principles
Principle 1: Proposal-Free. In order to reveal the potential influences in learning object detection from scratch, we investigated all the state-of-the-art CNN-based object detectors under the default settings. As aforementioned, R-CNN and Fast R-CNN require external object proposal generators like selective search. Faster R-CNN and R-FCN require integrated region-proposal-network (RPN) to generate relatively fewer region proposals. YOLO and SSD are singleshot and proposal-free methods (one-stage), which handle object location and bounding box coordinates as a regression problem. We observe that only proposal-free methods (one-stage detectors) can converge successfully without the pre-trained models if we follow the original settings without involving some significantly modifications (e.g., replacing RoI pooling with RoI align [1] , adopting Sync BN [61] or Group Norm [62] to mitigate small batch-size issue, etc.). We conjecture this is due to the RoI pooling (Regions of Interest) in the other two categories of methods -RoI pooling uses quantization to generate features for each region proposals, which causes misalignments that hinders/ reduces the gradients being smoothly back-propagated from region-level to convolutional feature maps. The proposal-based methods work well with pre-trained network models because the parameter initialization is good for those layers before RoI pooling, while this is not true for training from scratch.
Hence, we arrive at the first principle: training detection network from scratch requires a proposal-free framework, even if there is no BN layer [54] included in the network structures (In contrast, norm layer is critical for both Sync BN [61] and Group Norm [62] methods to train regionbased/two-stage detectors from scratch). In practice, we derive a multi-scale proposal-free framework from the SSD framework [9] , as it could reach state-of-the-art accuracy while offering fast processing speed.
Principle 2: Deep Supervision. Using deeply supervised structures to improve network performance has been demonstrated a effective practice in GoogLeNet [51] , DSN [37] , DeepID3 [63] , etc. Among these network structures, the central idea is to provide integrated objective function as direct supervision to the earlier hidden layers, rather than only at the output one. These "companion" or "auxiliary" objective functions at multiple hidden layers can mitigate the "vanishing" gradients problem. The proposal-free detection framework contains both classification and localization loss. The explicit solution requires adding complex side-output layers to introduce "companion" objective at each hidden layer for the detection task, similar to [38] . In this work, we empower deep supervision with an elegant & implicit solution called layer-wise dense connections, as introduced in Dense-Nets [39] . A block is called dense block when all preceding layers in the block are connected to the current layer. Hence, earlier layers in DenseNet can receive additional supervision from the objective function through the skip connections. Although only a single loss function is required on top of the network, all layers including the earlier layers still can share the supervised signals unencumbered.
In order to further verify the effectiveness of Deep Supervision mechanism, we propose a deep-scale supervised (DSS) module, which is similar to Hypernet [12] , Inside-outside net [13] , etc. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , DSS concatenates three different scales of feature maps (low, middle and high levels) from different blocks into a single prediction module.
For low-level (coarse resolution) features, we use a 4 Â 4 max pooling, stride ¼ 2 to reduce the resolution, following by a 1 Â 1 conv-layer for reducing the number of feature maps. We use the 2 Â 2 max pooling for middle level feature maps and do not include max pooling for high-level layers. Then, we concatenate these diverse feature maps together for final prediction. Each prediction layer can be formulated as
where P i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5Þ denotes the ith prediction layer outputs. P 1=k denotes k Â k max pooling. x L , x M and x H denote feature maps from different layers. We will verify the benefit of deep supervision in Section 4. [59] , we define stem block as a stack of three 3 Â 3 convolution layers followed by a 2 Â 2 max pooling layer. The first conv-layer works with stride = 2 and the other two are with stride = 1. We find that adding this simple stem structure can evidently improve the detection performance in our experiments. We conjecture that, compared with the original design in DenseNet (7 Â 7 conv-layer, stride = 2 followed by a 3 Â 3 max pooling, stride = 2), the stem block can reduce the information loss from raw input images with small kernel size at the beginning of a network. We will show that the reward of this stem block is significant for object detection performance in Section 4.1.2.
Principle 4: Dense Prediction Structure. Fig. 2 illustrates the comparison of the plain structure (as in SSD) and our proposed dense structure in the front-end sub-network. SSD designs prediction-layers as an asymmetric hourglass structure. For 300 Â 300 input size, SSD applies six scales of feature maps for predicting objects. The Scale-1 feature maps are from the middle layer of the backbone sub-network, which has the largest resolution (38 Â 38) in order to handle the small objects in an image. The remaining five scales are on top of the backbone sub-network. Then, a plain transition layer with the bottleneck structure (a 1 Â 1 conv-layer for reducing the number of feature maps plus a 3 Â 3 convlayer) [52] , [64] is adopted between two contiguous scales of feature maps.
Learning Half and Reusing Half. In plain structure, each later scale of prediction layer is directly transited from the adjacent previous scale layer, as shown in Fig. 2 , which is used in SSD framework. In this work, we propose to use dense structure for prediction. Each prediction layer combines multi-scale information from two stages of layers. For simplicity, we restrict that each scale outputs the same number of channels for the prediction feature maps as is in the plain structure. In DSOD of each scale (except scale-1), half of the feature maps are learned from the previous scale layer with a series of conv-layers, while the remaining half feature maps are directly down-sampled from the contiguous highresolution feature maps. The down-sampling block consists of a 2 Â 2, stride ¼ 2 max pooling layer followed by a 1 Â 1, stride = 1 conv-layer. The pooling layer aims to match resolution to current size during concatenation. The 1 Â 1 convlayer is used to reduce the number of channels to 50 percent. The pooling layer is placed before the 1 Â 1 conv-layer for the consideration of reducing computing cost. This downsampling block actually brings each scale with the multi-resolution feature maps from all of its preceding scales, which is essentially identical to the dense layer-wise connection introduced in DenseNets. For each scale, we only learn half of new feature maps and reuse the remaining half of the previous ones. This dense prediction structure can yield more accurate results with fewer parameters than the plain structure, as will be studied in Section 11.
Training Objective
Our whole training objective loss is derived from SSD [9] and Fast RCNN [6] , which is a weighted sum of the classification loss (cls) and the localization loss (reg)
where p denotes a discrete probability distribution that is computed by a softmax over the K+1 outputs. p Ã is the ground-truth class. r is the bounding-box regression offsets and g is the ground-truth bounding-box regression target. a is the coefficient to balance the two losses. Following Fast RCNN [6] , we also adopt the L 1 loss for bounding-box regression L reg ðr; gÞ ¼ X i2fx;y;w;hg smooth L 1 ðr i À g i Þ:
Specially, we calculate the four coordinates following [6] , [7] , [9] :
where x, y, w, and h denote the boxs center coordinates and its width and height.
x, x a and x Ã denote predicted box, default box and ground-truth box, respectively.
Other Settings
We implement our detectors based on the caffe platform [65] . All our models are trained from scratch with SGD solver on NVidia TitanX GPU. Since each scale of DSOD feature maps is concatenated from multi-resolution features, we adopt L2 normalization technique [66] to scale the feature norm to 20 on all outputs. Note that SSD only applies this normalization to scale-1. Most of our training strategies follow SSD, including data augmentation, scale and aspect ratios for default boxes, etc., while we have our own learning rate scheduling and mini-batch size settings. Details will be given in the experimental section.
EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments are conducted on the widely used PASCAL VOC 2007, 2012 and MS COCO datasets that have 20, 20, 80 object categories respectively. We adopt the standard mean Average Precision (mAP) to measure the object detection performance.
Ablation Study on PASCAL VOC2007
We first investigate each component and design principle of our DSOD framework. The results are mainly summarized in Tables 6 and 3 . We design several controlled experiments on PASCAL VOC 2007 with our DSOD300 (with 300 Â 300 inputs) for this ablation study. A consistent setting is imposed on all the experiments, unless when some components or structures are examined. In this study, we train the models with the combined training set from VOC 2007 trainval and 2012 trainval ("07+12"), and test on the VOC 2007 test set.
Configurations in Dense Blocks
In this section, we first investigate the impact of different configurations in dense blocks of the backbone sub-network.
The results are mainly summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Compression Factor in Transition Layers. We compare two compression factor values (u = 0.5, 1) in the transition layers of DenseNets. Results are shown in Table 3 (rows 2 and 3). Compression factor u = 1 means that there is no feature map reduction in the transition layer, while u = 0.5 means half of the feature maps are reduced. We can observe that u = 1 obtains 2.9 percent higher mAP than u = 0.5.
# Channels in Bottleneck Layers. As shown in Table 3 (rows 3 and 4), we observe that wider bottleneck layers (with more channels of response maps) improve the performance greatly (4.1 percent mAP).
# Channels in the 1st Conv-Layer. We observe that a large number of channels in the first conv-layers is beneficial, which brings 1.1 percent mAP improvement (in Table 3 rows 4 and 5).
Growth Rate. A large growth rate k is found to be much better. We observe 4.8 percent mAP improvement in Table 3 (rows 5 and 6) when increase k from 16 to 48 with 4k bottleneck channels. Please refer to Table 3 and Section 11 for more details.
Effectiveness of Design Principles
In this section, we justify the effectiveness of each design principle elaborated earlier.
Proposal-Free Framework. We tried to learn object detectors from scratch using the proposal-based framework including Faster R-CNN and R-FCN with the default settings. However, the training process failed to converge for all the network structures we attempted (VGGNet, ResNet, Dense-Net). We then tried to train with the proposal-free framework SSD. The training converged successfully but still gave relatively worse results (69.6 percent for VGGNet backbone) compared with the case fine-tuning from pre-trained model (75.8 percent), as shown in Table 4 . These experiments validate our principle to choose a proposal-free framework.
Deep Supervision. We then tried to learn object detectors from scratch with the principle of deep supervision. Our DSOD300 achieves 77.7 percent mAP, which is much better than the SSD300S that is trained from scratch using VGG16 (69.6 percent) without deep supervision. Since VGGNet is a plain network, we design a deep-scale supervision (DSS) module to further validate the effectiveness of deep supervision. The structure of our DSS is shown in Fig. 3 , we can observe that DSS structure concatenates three different scales of feature maps (low, middle and high levels) into a single prediction module. The performance comparisons are shown in Table 6 , our proposed module significantly improves the accuracy of SSD from 70.4 to 77.4 percent, even better than the ImageNet pre-trained case (77.2 percent). Adopting DSS module in DSOD can obtain consistent improvement (79.1 percent).
Transition w/o Pooling Layer. We compare the case without this designed layer (only 3 dense blocks) and the case with the designed layer (4 dense blocks in our design). The backbone network is DS/32-12-16-0.5. Results are shown in DS/A-B-k-u describes our backbone network structure. A denotes the number of channels in the 1st conv-layer. B denotes the number of channels in each bottleneck layer (1Â1 convolution). k is the growth rate in dense blocks. u denotes the compression factor in transition layers. See Section 11 for more explanations. Table 3 (rows 6 and 9), the stem block notably improves the performance from 74.5 to 77.3 percent. This validates our conjecture that using stem block can protect information loss from the raw input images.
Dense Prediction Structure. We analyze the dense prediction structure from three aspects: speed, accuracy and parameters. As shown in Table 4 , DSOD with dense frontend structure runs slightly lower than the plain structure (17.4 fps versus 20.6 fps) on a Titan X GPU, due to the overhead from additional down-sampling blocks. However, the dense structure improves mAP from 77.3 to 77.7 percent, meanwhile, it reduces the parameters from 18.2 to 14.8 M. Table 3 gives more details (rows 9 and 10). We also tried to replace the prediction layers in SSD with the proposed dense prediction layers. The accuracy on VOC 2007 test set can be improved from 75.8 percent (original SSD) to 76.1 percent (with pre-trained models), and 69.6 to 70.4 percent (w/o pre-trained models), when using the VGG-16 model as backbone. This verifies the effectiveness of the dense prediction layer.
What Happened if Pre-Training on ImageNet? It is interesting to see the performance of DSOD with backbone network pretrained on ImageNet. We trained one lite backbone network DS/64-12-16-1 on ImageNet, which obtains 66.8 percent top-1 accuracy and 87.8 percent top-5 accuracy on the validationset (slightly worse than VGG-16). After fine-tuning the whole detection framework on "07+12" trainval set, we achieve 70.3 percent mAP on the VOC 2007 test set. The comparison of corresponding training-from-scratch solution achieves 70.7 percent accuracy, which is even slightly better. We will further investigate this point more thoroughly in the future work.
Runtime Analysis
The comprehensive inference speed comparisons are shown in the 6th column of Table 4 . With 300 Â 300 input, our DSOD can process an image in 48.6 ms (20.6 fps) on a single Titan X GPU with the plain prediction structure, and 57.5 ms (17.4 fps) with the dense prediction structure. As a comparison, R-FCN runs at 90 ms (11 fps) for ResNet-50 and 110 ms (9 fps) for ResNet-101. The SSD300 Ã runs at 82. 
Results on PASCAL VOC2007
Our models are trained based on the union of VOC 2007 trainval and VOC 2012 trainval ("07+12") following [9] . We use a batch size of 128 cross 8 GPUs during training. Note that this batch-size is beyond the capacity of GPU memories (even for an 8 GPU server, each with 12 GB memory). We use a trick to overcome the GPU memory constraints by accumulating gradients over two training iterations, which has been implemented on Caffe platform [65] . The initial learning rate is set to 0.1, and then divided by 10 after every 20 k iterations. The training finished when reaching 100 k iterations. Following [9] , we use a weight decay of 0.0005 and a momentum of 0.9. All convlayers are initialized with the "xavier" method [67] . Table 4 shows our results on VOC2007 test set. SSD300 Ã is the updated SSD results which use new data augmentation technique. Our DSOD300 with plain structure achieves 77.3 percent, which is slightly better than SSD300 Ã (77.2 percent). DSOD300 with dense prediction structure further improves the result to 77.7 percent.
Results on PASCAL VOC2012
For VOC 2012 dataset, we use VOC 2012 trainval and VOC 2007 trainval + test for training, and test on VOC 2012 test set. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1 for the first 30 k iterations, then divided by 10 after every 20 k iterations. The total training iterations are 110 k. Other settings are the same as those used in our VOC 2007 experiments. Our results of DSOD300 are shown in Table 5 . DSOD300 
Results on PASCAL VOC2012 Comp3
VOC2012 Comp3 is the sub-challenge of PASCAL VOC 2012 which compares object detectors that are trained only with PASCAL VOC 2012 data (11, 540 images in trainval set for training and 10,991 in test set for testing).
Our results are shown in Table 7 , DSOD achieves 70.8 percent mAP on PASCAL VOC 2012 test set, which outperforms the baseline method SSD with a large margin (6.8 percent mAP). DSOD v2 further improves the performance from 70.8 to 72.9 percent mAP.
Results on MS COCO
Finally we evaluate our DSOD on the MS COCO dataset [68] . MS COCO contains 80 k images for training, 40 k for validation and 20 k for testing (test-dev set). Following [7] , [8] , we use the trainval set (train set + validation set) for training. The batch size is also set as 128. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1 for the first 80 k iterations, then divided by 10 after every 60 k iterations. The total number of training iterations is 320 k. Results are summarized in Table 8 . Our DSOD300 achieves 29.3/47.3 percent on the test-dev set, which outperforms the baseline SSD300 Ã with a large margin. Our result is comparable to the single-scale R-FCN, and is close to the R-FCNmulti-sc which uses ResNet-101 as the pretrained model. Interestingly, we observe that our result with 0.5 IoU is lower than R-FCN, but our [0.5:0.95] result is better or comparable. This indicates that our predicted locations are more accurate than R-FCN under the larger overlap settings. It is reasonable that our small object detection precision is slightly lower than R-FCN since our input image size (300 Â 300) is much smaller than R-FCN's ($ 600 Â 1000). Even with this disadvantage, our large object detection precision is still much better than R-FCN. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. Fig. 4 shows some qualitative detection examples on COCO with our DSOD300 model.
From MS COCO to PASCAL VOC
Next, we investigate how the MS COCO dataset can further help with the detection performance on PASCAL VOC. We use the DSOD model trained on the COCO (without the ImageNet pre-trained model) to initialize the network weights. Then another DSOD is fine-tuned on PASCAL VOC datasets with small initial learning rate (0.001). This operation leads to 81.7 percent mAP on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 79.3 percent mAP on PASCAL VOC 2012, respectively. The extra data from the COCO set increases the mAP by 4.0 percent on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 3.0 percent on VOC 2012. The results verify that although our DSOD models are trained with fewer images, they have not overfitted to the PASCAL VOC datasets yet, and still have room to be boosted. Some examples are shown in Fig. 9 under this setting.
From DSOD to DSOD (v2)
Compared with DSOD, DSOD v2 includes the extra DSS module to further enhance the supervision signal under the training from scratch scenario. The comparison results of DSOD and DSOD v2 are shown in Table 9 . We can see that DSOD v2 improves the performance consistently on both PASCAL VOC and COCO datasets under different training sets. In DSOD v2, we also replace the pre-activation of BN [69] in DSOD with post-activation (replacing BN-ReLU-Conv with the Conv-BN-ReLU manner), as shown in Fig. 5 . We observe that this operation can improve the detection performance with about 0.6 percent mAP.
Comparisons of State-of-the-Art Two-Stage Detectors
In this section, we compare our results with the state-of-theart two-stage detectors, including Faster RCNN + FPN and For fair comparisons, we resize the short side of inputs to 300 for all two-stage detectors. "500" indicates the max size of the inputs. Mask RCNN + FPN. For fair comparisons, we resize the short side of inputs to 300 for these two-stage detectors. The whole comparisons are shown in 
Comparisons of Different Input Sizes
Intuitively, larger input images will bring better performance for object detection. We verify this by using different input resolutions with: 300, 360, 440, 512 and maintaining 4 Fig. 6 . Sensitivity of our detection results. Each plot shows the mean (over classes) normalized AP for the highest and lowest performing subsets within six different object characteristics (occlusion, truncation, bounding-box area, aspect ratio, viewpoint, part visibility). We show plots for our baseline method (SSD) and our method (DSOD) with and without DSS module. We can observe that DSOD and DSOD v2 consistently improve the performance compared with baseline SSD. More details can be referred to [70] .
images on each GPU during training (the total batch size is still 128). The results on PASCAL VOC are illustrated in Fig. 8 . We can observe that larger input can obtain higher accuracy, which is consistent to our conjecture.
Models and Results Analysis
In order to reveal the failure reasons of our methods and the error differences between baseline SSD and our methods, we conduct experiments on the following two aspects of analysis, including: (1) the sensitivity to object characteristics, shown in Fig. 6; (2) the distribution and trendline of top-ranked false positive (FP) types, as shown in Fig. 7 . We adopted the publicly available detection analysis tool from Hoiem et al. [70] for these illustrations. More explanation can be referred to the captions under these two figures.
DISCUSSION
Better Model Structure versus More Training Data. An emerging idea in the computer vision community is that object detection or other vision tasks might be solved with deeper and larger neural networks backed with massive training data like ImageNet [3] . Thus more and more large-scale datasets have been collected and released recently, such as the Open Images dataset [71] , which is 7.5x larger in the number of images and 6x larger of categories than that of ImageNet. We definitely agree that, under modest assumptions that given boundless training data and unlimited computational power, deep neural networks should perform extremely well. However, our proposed approach and experimental results imply an alternative view to handle this problem: a better model structure might enable similar or better performance compared with complex models trained from large data. Particularly, our DSOD is only trained with 16,551 images on VOC 2007, but achieves competitive or even better performance than those models trained with 1.2 million + 16,551 images. In this premise, it is worthwhile rehashing the intuition that as datasets grow larger, training deep neural networks becomes more and more expensive. Thus a simple yet efficient approach becomes increasingly important. Despite its conceptual simplicity, our approach shows great potential under this setting.
Why Training from Scratch? There are many successful cases that fine-tuning works well and achieves consistent improvement, especially in object detection areas. So why do we still need to train object detectors from scratch? As aforementioned briefly, the critical importance of training from scratch has at least two aspects. First, there may have big domain differences between the pre-trained and the target one. For instance, most pre-trained models are learned on large-scale RGB dataset like ImageNet. It is fairly difficult to transfer RGB models to depth images, multi-spectrum images, medical images, etc. Some advanced domain adaptation techniques have been proposed and could mitigate this problem. But what an amazing thing if we have a technique that can train object detector from scratch. Second, fine-tuning restricts the design space of network structures for object detection. This is very critical for the deployment of applying deep neural networks to some resource-limited Internet-of-Things (IoT) scenario.
Model Compactness versus Performance. Model compactness (in terms of the number of parameters) and performance is an important trade-off for the applications of deep neural networks in actual detection scenarios. Most CNNbased detection solutions require a huge memory space to store the massive parameters. Therefore the models are usually unsuitable for low-end devices like mobile-phones and embedded electronics. Thanks to the parameter-efficient dense connections, our model is much smaller than most competitive methods. For instance, our smallest dense model (DS/64-64-16-1, with dense prediction layers) achieves 73.6 percent mAP with only 5.9 M parameters, which shows great potential for applications on low-end devices. Adopting network pruning methods [72] , [73] to further reduce the parameters and speed up the inference process will be a good direction for CNN-based object detection, and will be investigated in the further.
How to Train Two-Stage Detectors from Scratch. Some recent works [62] , [74] have observed that utilizing new techniques (e.g., Sync BN [15] , Group Norm [62] , Switchable Norm [75] , etc.) and more training epochs could enable to train two-stage detectors from scratch. We also did some preliminary experiments on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset (limited training data) with two-stage detectors from scratch (use VGG16 as backbone network and with standard training budget). As shown in Table 11 , our results indicates that if replacing POI Pool with ROI Align and adopting advanced normalization methods can enable to train twostage detectors from scratch.
CONCLUSION
We have presented Deeply Supervised Object Detector (DSOD), a simple yet efficient framework for learning object detectors from scratch. Without using pre-trained models from ImageNet, DSOD demonstrates competitive performance to state-of-the-art detectors such as SSD, Faster R-CNN, R-FCN, FPN, Mask RCNN, etc. on the popular PASCAL VOC 2007, 2012 and MS COCO datasets, meanwhile, with only 1/2, 1/4 and 1/10 parameters compared to SSD, R-FCN and Faster R-CNN, respectively. Due to the learning from scratch property, DSOD has great potential on domain-different scenarios, such ad depth, medical, multispectral images, etc. Our future work will consider learning object detectors directly in these diverse domains, as well as learning ultra efficient DSOD models to support resourcebounded devices. The backbone network is VGG16 [50] . All models are trained on VOC 07 [76] trainval set and tested on test set. 
